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SOLUTIONS
TO HELP PREVENT AND
REDUCE EMPLOYEE THEFT

According to a recent report, U.S. businesses lose $60 billion a year to
shrinkage, with employee theft identified as the single biggest cause.
Additionally, 75% of employees admitted to having stolen at least
once from their employer. Here are some of the things you can do as an
employer to help prevent employee theft at your company and protect
your bottom line.

1

Hire Good People: Take time during the interview process to get to know the
potential employee. Adding a background check to the process is highly
recommended as an effective way to discover potential issues that could affect
your business. You may also consider checking their social media profiles to
give you greater insight into who that person is and what their interests are.

2

Update the Employee Handbook: having a
thoughtful, well-written policy on employee
theft will communicate your company’s
principles, demonstrate the value of integrity,
and outline procedures and consequences
should internal theft occur.

3

Monitor Trash Removal: although this may seem unusual, knowing

how much merchandise is stolen by way of the dumpster is something
to be considered. A surveillance camera near the dumpster would be

helpful, but small things such as only using clear trash bags or requiring
boxes to be flattened can help flag if theft is taking place.

4

Employee Rewards: by creating a reward system for having a successful cycle
count or inventory helps keep employees engaged and alert to suspicious
behavior. Additionally, rewarding employees who provide a tip that helps
stop internal theft has proven to be extremely valuable. Having an anonymous
way to report theft may also be a good idea. Lastly, an employee discount
will not only help keep internal theft at a minimum, but also encourage
employees to promote the product or service your company offers.

5

Install Surveillance Cameras: employees will be less likely to steal if they
know you are watching them. By installing security cameras in key places,
like above cash registers, near loading docks, above entrances and exits,
and places around the business where expensive items are stored, you can
significantly deter theft or quickly discover and remedy the problem.

6

Data Security and Backup: business networks face constant threats from
viruses, spyware, ransomware, hackers, accidental deletion by employees or
more purposeful data theft. A good network security solution should protect
your customers' credit card interactions, secure online payments, keep your
confidential files secure, safeguard customer information, and reduce your
liability if your network is breached. In addition to network security, a good
backup system is also critically important should important data ever be lost.

7

Utilize Access Controls: commonly referred to as
key cards, access controls can allow restricted access
to certain areas of the business, for example the
supply closet or where high-dollar inventory items
are stored. With key cards, you can easily and
affordably manage employee access as well as receive
reports and audit trails, which help determine when
and where theft is occurring. By combining access
controls with surveillance cameras, the risk of
employee theft is greatly reduced.

8

Security System: a security system is a must-have for any business for many
reasons. It can monitor for burglary, theft, and system events such as flood
and temperature changes. With the technology available today, a security
system is affordable and will complement other measures in place to prevent
employee theft.

9

Annual Inventory and Periodic
Cycle Counts: taking an annual
physical inventory can help
determine if there is a discrepancy
in inventory counts. It will also
help discover what’s missing so
you can take more preventative
measures. Additionally,
unannounced and regular cycle
counts can help shine a light on
theft issues much sooner than
annual inventory.

10

Upgraded Point-of-Sale: utilize a point-of-sale system that reports on excessive
overrides or voids, cash refunds, and the number of times ‘no sale’ was chosen
to open the cash drawer. Most POS should have the capabilities to require a
manager approval to complete a return or process a refund – do not disable
these functions.

HOW CAN
NEX-TECH HELP?
Nex-Tech provides a wide variety of

physical and network security solutions.
If you’d like to hear more about the

solutions Nex-Tech provides that would
help your company prevent and reduce
employee theft, contact Nex‑Tech today
at 800-588-6649 or email us at

concierge@nex-tech.com.

